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THE GREEN SHEET 

Churchill Downs Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Churchill Downs: 2017 Fall Meet 
Tenth Day: Saturday, November 11, 2017 
Post Time: 1:00 P.M. Eastern 
Churchill Meet Stats: 91-23-15-11—25%W, 54%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#3)HOWELL MOUNTAIN: Gate-to-wire threat in a paceless affair; overlay?   
(#5)MOON OVER MONTANA: Never missed the tri for Rivelli; stalks pace 
(#1)SIR BALLANTINE: Wheeled back off 15 days rest; tighter this time 
(#6)ROCKY TOUGH: Closer will need pace assistance up front; underlay? 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-1-6 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1)SUPERNUMERARY: First start better than it looks on paper; big drop   
(#5)DALAMAN: Route speed turns back; attracts Lanerie and has upside 
(#7)NEWS BOX: First-timer seems well meant for $30K; catches soft crew 
(#8)TREETOP FLYER: Improved w/ blinkers, but the hood comes off today 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-5-7-8 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#7)AUGIE: Asmussen barn very effective with juvenile first-time starters   
(#6)ARTICULATOR: Professional debut effort at KEE; improvement likely 
(#2)PETE MARWICK: Never off the board on dirt; no excuse as beaten fave 
(#1)BEST OF GREELEY: Improving, makes 3rd start off shelf; Borel on rail 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-6-2-1 
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RACE FOUR 
(#3)BIG CHANGES: Pocket trip under Leparoux; 9 panels in wheelhouse  
(#5)ZAMBIAN: Versatile, very consistent, and loves the Matt Winn Course 
(#4)REVVED UP: Deep closer wants more ground; fires in the stretch drive 
(#2)OAK BROOK: Beaten 2 lengths and change in Arlington Million (G1T) 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-4-2 
 
 
RACE FIVE 
(#4)STONEWALL BOY: Second start off the layoff for Cox; blinkers “on”   
(#2)MR. GIBBS: Good fit in this spot but lacks knockout finishing kick 
(#6)ANGASTON: Has CD board finish; has never run poorly on “fast” strip 
(#1)RED ALERT: 2-pronged hike in first crack vs. winners; saves ground 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-2-6-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)BELLA VERDE: Court controls the pace; barn capable off long layoff   
(#3)FOUL PLAY: Love the cutback to 6.5F trip; gets 10-pound weight break 
(#7)VERNA LEA: Poor start costly in last; second start off shelf for DiVito 
(#6)BELLA BELLE: “Fast” strip is the x-factor; tighter, Lanerie stays put 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-3-7-6 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#8)LOVE MO: They’ll have to run her down to beat her; 8F on the money   
(#14)COACH ROCKS: Has improved markedly on the turf and with Lasix 
(#6)MAHVELOUS KITTEN: Big try in 2-turn turf heat on debut; improves 
(#7)AMERICAGREATAGAIN: Sneaky good turf pedigree; stretch out a plus 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-14-6-7 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#10)LAGOON OF DIAMONDS: Wheeled back by sharp barn; pocket trip?   
(#7)STILL CHIEF: Good third in last race vs. open foes; route-to-sprint a + 
(#12)READ THE CARDS: Fits in this spot for a nickel; third off sidelines 
(#11)NITE OF THE HUNTER: Double dip drop; closer’s track hurt last time 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-7-12-11 
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RACE NINE 
(#4)BOLD PROPHET: He’s cut out for dirt routes; “bullet” blowout noted   
(#10)TAPSOLUTE: Toss last start on “good” turf; capable of big effort fresh 
(#5)FIREBALL SHOT: Been knocking on the door; improved without blinks 
(#2)RUN TAPPY: Huge try in prior dirt start at CD; two-turns, no problem 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-10-5-2 
 
 
RACE TEN—Commonwealth Turf Stakes (G3T) 
(#6)MR. MISUNDERSTOOD: Won all 6 turf starts by a combined 18 lengths    
(#2)MY BARILEY: Prefers cut in ground but has reliable late kick—overlay 
(#8)GIANT PAYDAY: Had no answer for top choice in last; very consistent 
(#4)PARLOR: Barn firing on all cylinders at tilt; gets reunited w/ Leparoux 
 
SELECTIONS: 6-2-8-4 
 
 
RACE ELEVEN 
(#5)HOPEFUL JOY: Mammoth class drop; turf-to-dirt angle is appealing   
(#6)AWESOME GAL: Makes first start for a dime; likes Churchill, 8.5F 
(#7)FILLY MADISON: She’s a shade better on dirt; on the drop for McPeek 
(#12)SUSIE’S DADDY: Has never been in this cheap; “fast” strip on point 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-6-7-12 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


